Health and Disasters: Understanding the International Context
Chat Transcript

September 6th:

Siobhan Champ-Blackwell 2: i just muted everyone
Amanda Sprochi: thank you
Paul Drake: Good morning from US Territory of Guam. It is almost 4am Friday morning.
Mary Virginia Taylor: That's dedication
Pat and John: wow Paul!
Mary Virginia Taylor: Great resources there.
Amanda Sprochi: natural disasters--fire, flood, earthquake, tsunami
Kelly Harrison: natural disaster
Roy Brown: Flooding
Bill: hurricanes floods
Sandy Lewis: Weather
Michelle Burda: flooding
Gina Costello: flooding
Paula Craig: bad weather-natural
Patricia Gallagher: weather related
Kathleen Higgs: natural disasters, terrorist attacks
Mary Virginia Taylor: Natural disaster
Mary Beth: natural disaster - hurricanes, floods, earthquakes etc
Priscilla Stephenson 2: bad weather, hurricanes, tornadoes
Lauren M. Young: In Mississippi, natural disasters - hurricanes, tornadoes, flooding
Cathy Schell: tropical depression hurricane or taiphone
Saori Wendy Yoshioka: earthquakes, flooding, wildfire
Emily Ginardi: weather related natural disasters
Holly: malnutrician
Lynne Siemers: weather-related
Saori Wendy Yoshioka: hurricane
stacey arnesen 2: floods, wind events
Gina Costello: spills into the ocean
Richard Nollan 2: Earthquakes, tornadoes, flooding, fires
Arletha Ford: flooding and loss of essential servies ie water
Lola: natural disasters that include weather, water or fire related
Diane Kunichika: volcano eruptions
Jolene Miller: water related (floods/drought)
Diane Kunichika: power outages
Darrel Willoughby: ice too
PC - test: Depends on the area you're in - Wildfires in my area
Bill: Red Cross deals with local, individual fires.
Lola: Computer fears changing from '99 to 2000?
Roy Brown: Communication Information/Dissemination of INformation
Cheryl Rowan: Breakdown in communication
Amanda Sprochi: loss of power/water
Mary Beth: taking care of special populations - the disabled and elderly
Claire Joseph: loss of power/water
Roy Brown: Both
Patricia Gallagher: transportation loss
Priscilla Stephenson 2: mental health / PTSD issues among survivors and first responders
Holly: shortage of supplies
Lynne Siemers: 911 system fail
Claire Joseph: taking care of pets, also
Lauren M. Young: gas shortages
Paul Drake: Loss of access to electronic resources
Beverly: inadequate shelter
Mary Virginia Taylor: People not having access to health records, job information, concern about relatives affected
Bill: Roads and highways closed after blizzard of ’78 for a week.
PC: test: lack of up-to-date info.
Lola: Definitely communication - in Katrina if you had a phone from another area code you could get a signal
Nelle Williams: Loss of medications
Cathy Schell: break down of communication
stacey arnesen 2: disruption to schools, workplaces
Rosalind Lett: Cell Phone Tower Outage
Emily Ginardi: During hurricane Hugo evacuations further inland then expected. Loss of power and food and water supply.
Amanda Sprochi: stuck in house for days!
Gina Costello: transportation
Lola: The elderly not knowing what medication they take
Darrel Willoughby: Loss of power, not pumping water and fuel, refrigeration etc.
Claire Joseph: evacuation issues
Patricia Gallagher: separation from loved ones
Beverly: transportation
Alice Merrill: Breakdown in infrastructure- roads, etc. being washed away...
Gina Costello: finding the lost
Darrel Willoughby: Loss of caretaker contact-
Lola: Information dissemination is crucial
Rosalind Lett: Gas Shortage
Lola: Mental health of the survivors
Amanda Sprochi: in the midwest serious climate change problems causing drought and deaths due to heat
Rosalind Lett: Long term effects of loss due to disaster
Pat and John: Relief Web: http://reliefweb.int/
Pat and John: Interaction: http://www.interaction.org/
Pat and John: On the Moodle site as well
Roy Brown: Clay Shirky at MLA two years ago talked about the use of social media through crowd sourcing to disseminate information. It was really interesting.
Roy Brown: He talked about it in reference to disasters
Pat and John: Roy is this what you are referring to?
http://www.mlanet.org/am/am2011/events/speakers.html
Lola: Smart woman!!!
Bill: Can you please email this scenario to us? or is it available on Moodle?
Debra cavanaugh: You will find the scenario in Day 1 presentation in Moodle.
Bill: thx
Darrel Willoughby: Do we log on to Moodle as a guest?
Pat and John: yes
Debra cavanaugh: Yes, login as a guest
Claire Joseph: thank you this was super
Richard Nollan: Very informative. thank you and see you tormorrow.
Paul Drake: can the homework assignment be emailed to us
Debra cavanaugh: Instructions for submitting the homework are also in the email sent by MLA
Lauren M. Young: Thank you so much!
Amanda Sprochi: For the homework does it have to be an outside the us disaster?
Gina Costello: are the slides on moodle?
Debra cavanaugh: yes gina
Kathleen Higgs: Thank you!
Emily Ginardi: How late in the morning can we send our assignment?
Gina Costello: Thank you. I apologize for earlier. I thought my phone was muted.
Amanda Sprochi: thanks I'm in Missouri and we have a big tornado in Joplin
Bill: What time tomorrow morning do you need this, to be ready for your part of tomorrow's class?
Pat and John: Gina, no worries - we muted everyone eventually :-(
Siobhan Champ-Blackwell 2: SLIDES ARE ON MOODLE IN pdf
Bill: thx
Sandy Lewis 2: thanks!
Nelle Williams: Many thanks!
Lynn McClelland: Thanks!
Gina Costello: Have a great evening
Lauren M. Young: "See" you tomorrow!
Nichelle Midon: flooding
PC - test: Depends on the area you're in - Wildfires in my area
Jolene Miller: water related (floods/drought)
Beverly: fire
Amanda Sprochi: but would a household fire be a "disaster"
Amanda Sprochi: Emergency is local
Paula Craig: no medication
Rosalind Lett: Gas Shortage
Lola: How long will we have access to the MOODLE? Should we archive from there?
Pat and John: Lola, at least til the end of the year
Lola: Thank you
Amanda Sprochi: had
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Ann Sawusch: Thanks Debra! I got power back late yesterday afternoon finally...
Bill: Hello all, I used as my scenario for homework, a nuclear emergency. I forgot to include the iPhone app Mobile REMM from NLM. I would email the link to my first responders on their way, so they could access from iPHone.
Siobhan Champ-Blackwell: That's great Bill!
Bill: I have had that app on my personal iPhone.
Gina Costello: silence is golden. lol
Bill: apparently
Diane Kunichika: is the app a standalone ie able to be accessed without wifi or internet connectibility?
Siobhan Champ-Blackwell: hi Gina, I know, we need hold music!
Ann Sawusch: My brother was resident in Tokyo at the time of the disaster. He was very grateful to receive the info about REMM. At the time internet access was available but no one knew for how long...
Siobhan Champ-Blackwell: Diane it can be used as a standalone
Gina Costello: yes, music
Diane Kunichika: excellent thank you
Siobhan Champ-Blackwell: It was translated into Japanese after the Fukushima accident
Gina Costello: Your not singing for us, Mr. Scott
Bill: If you go to the about section, it tells about going to full-site, to get printable carry around papers.
Amanda Sprochi: NN/LM has a "one shelf disaster bookshelf" with 10 items indentified by health librarians needed for emergencies
Bill: Ha! I saw that too. I thought I was getting something unexpected for free!
Amanda Sprochi: Me too. Didn't work when I tried to read an article!
Alicia Livinski: Prehospital and Disaster Medicine requires a membership only for the most recent year and maybe the past year. But all of other content should be freely available I believe. I have found it easily via Google by doing a title search.
Bill: didn't realize that.
Amanda Sprochi: Oohh. So I was a bad librarian! didn't think to google.
Siobhan Champ-Blackwell::-) google can be our friend, right?
Bill: I think NLM helped to provide emergency access to some journals after Haiti disaster, for a month or so.
Alicia Livinski: Another plug for MLA International Cooperation Section, if you want to know more about HINARI, many of its members do HINARI training and can give suggestions or resources. It's a great program, but not all countries are on the eligible list (eg, like India).
Debra Cavanaugh: INARI Access to Research in Health Programme: Short Course is a free course on MLA's Moodle site.
Alicia Livinski: Great about Palau! I just had a question about them getting access to library resources!
Siobhan Champ-Blackwell: Bill is referring to the Emergency Access Initiative http://eai.nlm.nih.gov/
Pamela Corley 2: http://www.unisdr.org/who-we-are/what-is-drr - Like video...no such thing as a 'natural' disaster, only natural hazards.
Bill: CRED has a credible website. Got it.
Siobhan Champ-Blackwell: we were glad to see some of you signed up for the NLM Disaster Outreach listserv http://disasterinfo.nlm.nih.gov/dimrc/dimrclistserv.html
Alicia Livinski: ALNAP is a great resource! Best resource to find out lessons learned and what different response groups did during an international disaster/emergency/conflict.
Lola: Haiti
Arletha Ford: china
Gina Costello: somalia?
Roy Brown: Hati
Amanda Sprochi: somalia
Lauren M. Young: Sudan
Patricia Gallagher: Somali
Mary Virginia Taylor: Indonesia
Emily Ginardi: Japan
Nichelle Midon: Japan
Beverly McLeod: India
Lynne Siemers: sudan
Jolene Miller: ethiopia
Cathy Schell: Japan
Kelly Harrison 2: japan
Mike Liddicoat: somalia
Nelle Williams: haiti
Sandy Lewis 2: Turkey
Richard Nollan: Southeast Asia
Alicia Livinski: somalia
Claire Joseph: Japan
Paula Craig: Libya
Mary Beth: political leadership
Roy Brown: Planning
Cheryl Rowan: planning
Paula Craig: technology
hella bluhm-stiber: commitment
Beverly McLeod: leadership
Gina Costello: training
Claire Joseph: education
Patricia Gallagher: An effective disaster plan
Kelly Harrison 2: communication
Nelle Williams: Disaster Planning
Lauren M. Young: communication
Pamela Corley 2: Buy-in by leaders
Nichelle Midon: communication
Jolene Miller: buy-in from decision makers
Michelle Burda: communication
Lynn McClelland: information/communication
Brooke Billman: planning
Amanda Sprochi: planning
Alice Merrill: communication
Sandy Lewis 2: buy-in
Lynne Siemens: communication
Mary Virginia Taylor: community leadership
Richard Nollan: authorized people with adequate resources
Lola: information dissemination/communication
Cathy Schell 2: good communication having problem with tech
John Scott: Note that participant Ann Sakaguchi correctly pointed out that it was the Hyogo(Kobe) earthquake to which I was referring. Thanks Ann
Bill: While hospital is ON Facebook, it is blocked from WITHIN hospital.
Siobhan Champ-Blackwell: Bill, that is a problem many health care facilities face!
Lola: Our leadership requested our healthcare providers to identify Louisiana licensure after Hurricane Isaac which would allow them to go into the shelters to treat people.
Lola: vaccinations
Gina Costello: cholera
Alice Merrill: trauma
Patricia Gallagher: Emergency facility
Nichelle Midon: ship
Pamela Corley 2: surgery
Richard Nollan: An ER
Lola: tent hospital or the ship offshore
Roy Brown: Ship off the coast
Cathy Schell 2: trauma triage makeshift hosp military
Lola: We were asking which physicians had LA licensure as part of their certification as opposed to Veterans Affairs doctors who must be certified but not necessarily in the state they work.
Gina Costello: clearance too
Lola: We were asking which physicians had LA licensure as part of their certification as opposed to Veterans Affairs doctors who must be certified but not necessarily in the state they work.
Mary Beth: money
Roy Brown: money
Patricia Gallagher: Money
Mary Virginia Taylor: Money
Nichelle Midon: money
Jolene Miller: money
Cheryl Rowan: information
Amanda Sprochi: money
Beverly McLeod: money
Mike Liddicoat: money
Paula Craig: funds
Emily Ginardi: money
Nelle Williams: Money
Claire Joseph: money!
Ann Sawusch: money
Brooke Billman: money
Gina Costello: money
Richard Nollan: money
Lola: Money
Bill: Money
Cathy Schell 2: blood
Cheryl Rowan: $s
Lauren M. Young: $$$$ Arletha Ford: Sometimes I do not mind making A $$ donation but with all the agencies, I would never be able to stop from being bombarded with request for more $$$. Is there anyway I can donate one time and not receive continuous request for more donations from the agencies?
Arletha Ford: I also say not to share my email address but somehow they still get the infor
John Scott: It's not likely. If you give by check to a reputable organization and enclose a note stating that you wish not to be contacted again, they should respect your request.
Gina Costello: thank you, how long will the slides be on the site
Cathy Schell 2: How long will Moodle course be up for us to review?
Pat Bittner: Deb Cavanaugh: can you answer Gina’s question?
Bill: Thank you. It would be interesting if the homework could be shared (anonymously, if necessary), with the entire class. Second, it would be nice to have a way to listen without having to hold phone.
Debra Cavanaugh: Yes, I will send out a link to an online evaluation
hella bluhm-stiber: we use a speaker phone
Beverly McLeod: Bill, A headset is indispensable!
Lola: Thank you for this course with broadening our scope of knowledge on international participation.
Diane Kunichika: could we get the ppt so that we could get to the individual slides that are hard to read in the pdf
Debra cavanaugh: The Moodle site will be up thru end of the year
Bill: Phone is old, don speaker option!
Diane Kunichika: thank you very much very resource rich
Beverly McLeod: Is there a way to convert the Moodle resource list into a pdf with live links?
Ann Sawusch: It is difficult to see the text on the handout version
Richard Nollan: Thank you
Alice Merrill: Thank you
Ann Sawusch: Great resources!
Patricia Gallagher: Thank you
Bill: thank you.
Claire Joseph: Thank you. This was SUPER!
Ann Sawusch: Thankyou!